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ABSTRACT
Synchronization has a long history in physics where it refers to the phase locking of identical oscillators. This
notion has been applied in biology to such widely varying phenomena as the flashing of fireflies and the binding
problem in the brain. The relationship between neural activity and the behaviour of the organism is complex
and still poorly understood. There have been attempts to explain this using the notion of synchronization, but
the participating neurons are fungible, their activity transient and stochastic, and their dynamics highly variable. In spite of this, the behaviour of the organism may be quite robust. The phenomenon of transient induced
global response synchronization (TIGoRS) has been used to explain the emergence of stable responses at the
global level in spite of marked variability at the local level. TIGoRS is present when an external stimulus to a
complex system causes the system’s responses to cluster closely in state space. In some models, a 10% input
sample can result in a concordance of outputs of more than 90%. This occurs even though the underlying system dynamics is time varying and inhomogeneous across the system. Previous work has shown that TIGoRS
is a ubiquitous phenomenon among complex systems. The ability of complex systems exhibiting TIGoRS
to stably parse environmental transients into salient units to which they stably respond led to the notion of
Sulis machines which emergently generate a primitive linguistic structure through their dynamics. This paper
reviews the notion of TIGoRS and its expression in several complex systems models including driven cellular
automata, cocktail party and dispositional cellular automata.
Keywords: cellular automata, cooperation, emergence, synchronization, TIGoRS.

1 INTRODUCTION
Conflict and competition are dominant themes in the social and economic sciences. The vast majority of models in economics are predicated on the assumption that the agents involved in economic
transactions are all competing for a limited set of resources and capital. Likewise, many models of
group behaviour in the social sciences also make a presumption of competition between the group
members, particularly when the members are themselves large social groups such as ethnic populations or nations. Nevertheless there is much in the life of individuals that involves at least some
degree of cooperation. While conflict may form a prominent aspect of human designs, cooperation
abounds in the natural world. Organisms provide quintessential examples of cooperative systems.
Symbiosis between organisms provides another set of examples of cooperation. Social insect colonies provide examples of cooperation both within colonies and sometimes with other species [1].
The most extreme form of cooperative behaviour, yet paradoxically the simplest dynamically, can
be seen in the synchronization of the activities of different agents engaged in some task. The actions
of two men sawing down a tree using a long saw, or driving spikes into a railway tie, exhibit a form
of phase locked synchronization. There is little or no freedom in the actions of each member of the
dyad. This type of extreme cooperation resembles the traditional concept of synchronization in classical physics where the prototypical example is of two pendulums sitting on the same mantle piece,
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set in motion separately and whose oscillations gradually adjust until they come to move in lock step
(possibly with a difference in phase). Synchronization does not always involve external behaviour.
Many studies have been carried out looking for synchronization between unconscious physiological
processes such as heart rate and galvanic skin responses [2].
Phase locked synchronized behaviour is much easier to study than cooperative behaviour on the
whole since the behaviour of the synchronized system is overtly constrained. This is not true of
synchronization phenomena in general and certainly not true of cooperative behaviour where the
only constraint may rest with the goal of the behaviour and not the specifics of the behaviour
itself.
Phase locked synchronization provides too severe a constraint to be useful for understanding
cooperative behaviour among humans. A more general form of synchronization may be observed in
the action of a symphony orchestra. This is certainly an example of cooperation among a group of
individuals. No single member of the orchestra can perform an orchestral work. Only the ensemble
has this capability. Performers play different instruments and produce different musical lines, yet for
the work to be musically coherent and consistent they must follow the score with near perfect timing
in the coordination of their parts. In that sense their activities are synchronized even though they are
not identical.
Synchronization has been suggested as one means by which the brain is able to integrate information from different sensory domains into a coherent experience [3,4]. Unfortunately synaptic activity
is noisy and unreliable [5] and neurons generate rather noisy and unreliable rate or frequency
modulated signals [6,7]. Their responses appear to be meta-stable (context dependent) [8–10].
Stigmergy (the incitement to work by the products of work) in collective intelligence systems
provides another example in which there is context-dependent cooperation at the colony level capable of producing complex nest constructions, yet the behaviour of individual members of the systems
appears to be random and uncorrelated [11]. Dynamic networks, in which the network describing the
interactions among participating agents is in continual flux, provide another challenge to the modelling of cooperative behaviour, requiring concepts such as compatibility and sociability [12].
These examples suggest that in a complex hierarchical system there may be patterned behaviour
appearing at one level, generated by the activity of system components at a lower level, in the
absence of any fixed relationship between these two levels of activity. The global patterns are emergent from the interactions of the system’s agents with their environment and among themselves, and
these interactions are spontaneous, contextual, emergent, and not pre-programmed. Although
humans tend to program patterned responses into the behaviour of their constructions, this need not
be true of naturally occurring computational systems [13].
The search for a form of cooperative behaviour which possessed the characteristics of being spontaneous, contextual and emergent, while at the same time constrained enough to analyze and general
enough to be salient for complex systems led to the discovery of transient induced global response
synchronization (TIGoRS).
2 TIGORS
TIGoRS was discovered while studying the behaviour of a variety of formal complex systems models (tempered neural networks, cellular automata) interacting with a dynamic environment [14–18].
The behaviour of these systems in the presence of external stimulation proved to be quite distinct
from that under autonomous conditions. TIGoRS refers to the phenomenon in which a transient
stimulus applied to a dynamical system produces a set of responses which cluster more closely in
pattern space than would be expected based upon random chance alone. In many models, these
responses clustered in spite of variations in the initial states of the system, initial rule configurations,
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final rule configurations, variability in the agents receiving external stimulation, variability in the
sampling of the external transient. Nevertheless a stable correspondence appeared between an external transient (stimulus) and the subsequent global behaviour of the system (responses). This
correspondence depended upon symmetry and complexity of the input stimulus and the strength of
the stimulus measured as the percentage of agents of the system receiving direct stimulation by the
external transient.
Most of the research into TIGoRS has been carried out using cellular automata, which are discrete
space, discrete time complex systems composed of individual cells capable of being in any of a set
of states, each of which is assigned a fixed neighbourhood of cells with which they interact, and
where each subsequent state is determined by a function of its current state and the states of all cells
within its local neighbourhood. For example, a 2 state, 3 neighbour cellular automata consists of a
set of cells arranged around a circular lattice. Each cell can exist in one of 2 states, 0 or 1. At time
step n, the cell i determines its state ain+1 at time step n+1 by entering its state value and those of its
adjacent neighbours into a function f, hence ain +1 = f ain−1 , ain , ain+1 .
Each neighbourhood is described by a triple of states (x, y, z) where the value of x,y,z may be 0 or
1. We may encode each neighbourhood as a number from 0 to 7 using the formula:
N ( x , y , z ) = x + 2 * y + 22 * z . Each vector a0 , a1 ,...a7 corresponds to a rule as follows: if the
neighbourhood of a cell k is (x, y, z) having the value n, then the next state of k will be the value an.
2
7
Each rule is given as a number: a0 + 2 * a1 + 2 * a2 + ...2 * a7 .
The Hamming distance d (the total number of sites discordant between two patterns) is a common
metric used to study cellular automata patterns. The greater the number of differences between two
patterns, the greater their Hamming distance. Let the transients induced in a system ∑ under a
transient stimulus η, starting from two distinct initial conditions, be denoted Ψ h , Ψ h′ . TIGoRS was
1
originally defined to be present whenever d Ψ h , Ψ h′ < d rand Ψ h , rand Ψ h′ , where
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rand ( Ψ) denotes a random permutation in space and time of the states of a pattern Ψ.
This definition proved to be inadequate in general since in situations in which the input stimulus
directly altered the states of individual agents, it did not distinguish between clustering which was a
direct result of the stimulus and clustering which was due to an effect of the dynamics of interaction
among the agents. The use of the term TIGoRS has been refined to refer to only those situations in
which there is an enhanced clustering above and beyond the input effect and due to the system
dynamics. Figure 1 provides an example in which clustering occurs as the sampling rate increases in
the absence of TIGoRS. The near linear relationship between stimulus rate and Hamming distance
indicates that the correspondence is driven entirely by the stimulus. Figure 2 on the other hand provides an example of TIGoRS. The Hamming distance response is bimodal and non-linear, consisting
of an initial region of near linear and steep decline, followed by a transition region, followed a region
with a much slower, also near linear decline. The initial response reflects the effect of the internal
dynamic of the system, the later response that of the stimulus alone.
Three classes of cellular automata have been studied. Driven cellular automata [17] are standard finite deterministic cellular automata in which a transient temporal pattern of states is
randomly sampled and input into the cellular automaton, which is then allowed to evolve under
its natural dynamic. Many classes of driven cellular automata exhibited pseudo TIGoRS (pure
input driven correspondence) but cases of true TIGoRS were observed. Driven cellular automata
have a rigid dynamic. Cocktail party automata [18] are adaptive, allowing for changes in the rule
space of the automaton. Briefly, at time t, a cell A with neighbourhood N updates its state to s and
then checks throughout to lattice to observe which states were chosen by those cells whose neighbourhoods had the same values as N. If the majority of cells chose state s’, then the cell updates
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Figure 1: Absence of TIGoRS (Driven C.A. 41, Input 70).

Figure 2: Presence of TIGoRS (Dispositional C.A. 41, Input 70).

its rule, assigning the state s’ to the neighbourhood value N. Dispositional cellular automata [19]
lie somewhat between driven and cocktail parry automata. The rule space is again dynamic but
local. If a given cell at time t receives an input, s, then it updates its rule so that a state s will be
generated whenever the neighbourhood matches the current neighbourhood of the cell. For dispositional and cocktail party automata, both the state space and the rule space change as the
automaton evolves.
3 COMPUTATIONAL COMPETENCE AND TRANSIENT LANGUAGE
An understanding of TIGoRS requires some familiarity with the formal notions of computational
competence and computational performance [13]. Computational competence refers to the ability or
capability of the system under scrutiny to carry out the computation under consideration.
Computational performance refers to the actual mechanism by which the computation is carried out.
Computational competence requires
1. a specification, in advance, of the environmental context in which the computation is to take
place,
2. a specification of the features of the environment which will be manipulated by the observer,
3. a specification of the behaviours to be exhibited which indicate that the required computation did
indeed take place, and
4. a specification of the duration within which this task is to be performed.
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The determination of computational competence consists first of specifying some set of initial
conditions together with the environmental constraints to be imposed by the experimenter. Next,
the system-environment pair is allowed to evolve over the allotted time. Finally, the experimenter
observes whether or not the subsequent behaviours of both the environment and the organism lie
within the previously assigned sets. If so, then the requisite computation took place, otherwise
not.
Computational performance requires
1. that the system satisfy the conditions of computational competence for the computation in question and
2. that the system be physically capable of implementing this computational computation in reality
using whatever means are appropriate to the organism.
There is no assumption as to the form of the process underlying this performance.
The transient language formulation of a dynamical system was introduced to address questions
related to computational competence and performance as well as TIGoRS [15–17]. Classically, a
dynamical system is described by a set of instantaneous states which forms the state space S together
with a dynamics, defined by a mapping f t : T × S → S where t ∈T is a time parameter (which
may be discrete or continuous) such that for any initial state x, f t ( x ) = xt and f t f t ′ = f t + t ′ . A
trajectory in S from an initial state x is a path of the form f ( x ) | t ∈T
t
In the transient language formulation, the set P of all short duration transients forms the state
space and the trajectory of a dynamical system is represented as a sequence of finite duration transients. Each transient is thus a trajectory of the form Π k ( x ) = f t ( x ) | t ∈ (0, k ) . The dynamic
is constructed on P by defining a map g : T × P → P such that for any transient П, g t ( Π ) = Π t
where pt ∈ P and has duration t. These short duration transients can be thought of as letters in an
alphabet so that a trajectory becomes a sequence of letters, much like a word. The complex system
acts as a transducer, converting stimulus ‘words’ into response ‘words’ according to some emergent
‘grammar’.
In a typical experiment there will be an open set of stimuli Q representing the actions of the
experimenter and the effects of the environment, an open set R of responses deemed representative
of the appropriate response or correct computation, and some set Σ of possible initial histories. The
system Δ is competent to carry out the required behaviour or computation if the set of responses to
the stimulus Q , ∆ ( Σ,Q ) , satisfies ∆ ( Σ,Q ) ⊂ R .
TIGoRS provides a mechanism which can create such a pairing for at least a subset of all possible
stimuli available to a complex system. Stimuli that are capable of inducing TIGoRS at acceptable
levels of input (which must be specified according to the particular circumstances of the situation)
are termed salient. A discussion of salience and its implications appears elsewhere [19]. The stimulus-response connection using TIGoRS is an example of a ‘good enough’ information processing
paradigm typical of naturally occurring computational systems [13].
Automata possessing architectures and dynamics consistent with these ideas have been called
Sulis machines (Dufort & Lumsden [21]).

{

}

{

}

4 RESULTS
The combinatorics of cellular automata provides a daunting challenge to formal and experimental
analysis. A simple 2-state 3 neighbour automaton having 100 cells evolved for just 450 time steps
has a pattern space of some 245000 patterns. Each cell takes one of 256 possible rules so at any time
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the rule configuration of the automaton is but one of 256100 possibilities. In spite of this, classifications
of cellular automata based on the symmetry properties of the patterns generated under autonomous
evolution have been made. One such classification is: uniform, fixed, vertical, diagonal, complex and
chaotic [16]. It is impossible to exhaustively search the entire states space. Instead, a smaller sample
must be chosen, usual derived from the symmetry structure of the automata and of the stimulus
patterns.
As an illustration of the essential qualitative features of TIGoRS, a series of simulations of the
three types of cellular automata (driven, dispositional and cocktail party) were carried out for 2 state
3 neighbour systems having 100 cells and observed for 450 time steps. In previous studies TIGoRS
generally occurred within this duration. Each automaton was initialized with a uniform rule configuration and a random initial state with 10% of the cells having state 1. The initial rules were 7
(diagonal), 14 (diagonal), 37 (vertical), 40 (uniform), 41 (complex), 43 (diagonal), 44 (fixed), 45
(chaotic). The input patterns were taken as outputs from autonomous cellular automata having rules
70 (vertical), 72 (fixed), 73 (complex), 74 (diagonal), 75 (chaotic).
The sampling template used to generate the input was randomly generated and distinct for each
automaton simulated. A fixed input pattern was sampled according to the sampling template and
whenever the pattern was sampled, the corresponding cell had its state changed to that of the input
pattern at that site. After sampling, the automaton was allowed to update under its own dynamic.
Simulations were carried out for durations from 50–450 times steps in 50 step increments but only
results for the 450 time step are reported here.
In order to avoid problems of pseudo-TIGoRS, a new measure of TIGoRS was developed in order
to detect only genuine TIGoRS. Using a fixed sampling template corresponding to a fraction p of
pattern sites, a fraction p of automaton cells will automatically match the pattern and the responses
of other identically stimulated automata. We are interested, however, in the excess synchronization
provided by the dynamics of the system itself, and so need to eliminate the input contribution. Thus,
the excess synchronization (efficacy) of TIGoRS was defined as follows: E(p)=–P+H(0)–H(p),
where P is the percentage of pattern cells sampled, H(0) is the percentage Hamming distance
between the current automaton response and the template response in the absence of input and H(p)
is the percentage Hamming distance between the template response and the current automaton
response under input by pattern p with sampling P.
Three different cellular automata were studied: driven cellular automata, dispositional cellular
automata and cocktail party automata. Each class of automata was simulated for the 40 possible
input-rule pairings. Of the 40 combinations studied, genuine TIGoRS appeared in 3 cases for driven
cellular automata, 28 cases for dispositional cellular automata and 21 cases for cocktail party automata. It should be noted that when the same sampling template is used for all of the simulations, the
cocktail party automaton showed TIGoRS in 36 cases. The cocktail party automaton appears to be
more discriminating, and there are fewer patterns capable of forcing a global binding of automaton
output. It is clear that dispositional and adaptive systems are better able to support emergent processes such as TIGoRS than fixed systems although at the expense of a loss of simple causal
relationships between low- and high-level processes.
In the case of driven automata, in two cases (14–70,37–72) TIGoRS applied only to the matching
of automaton responses, not of automaton response and pattern. This also occurred in two cases
(14–74, 40–73) for dispositional cellular automata, and not at all for the cocktail party automata. The
converse situation occurred three times for the dispositional automata (14–70, 14–72, 44–72) and
eleven times for the cocktail party automaton (7–72, 14–72, 37–72, 37–73, 40–72, 41–73, 41–74,
43–72, 43–73, 44–72, 45–72). The cocktail party automaton behaved more as a pattern transducer
and less like a pattern replicator.
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Figure 3: Absence of TIGoRS (Driven C.A. 41, Input 70).

Figure 4: Presence of TIGoRS (Dispositional C.A. 41, Input 70).
Figures 3 and 4 depict the change in efficacy between different automata runs as a function of
sampling frequency in the presence of TIGoRS.
The efficacy curve is approximately linear in the case of pseudo-TIGoRS, steadily declining as the
sampling rate increases, while it is definitely non-linear in the case of genuine TIGoRS. The efficacy
rises rapidly for the first few sampling frequencies, achieving a positive maximum value and then
steadily declines as the stimulating frequency increases further. This suggests the presence of two
dynamical regimes: an initial regime in which the automaton dynamics augments the effect of the
pattern stimulus resulting in rapid synchronizing effect, followed by a second regime in which the
bulk of the synchronization is passive arising as a direct result of pattern sampling. These figures
provide convincing evidence that TIGoRS is a real dynamical response of the system and is not
merely an artefact of the stimulus paradigm.
In both cases the same complex rule (71) was used for the initial rule configuration, while a
diagonal pattern (70) was used to provide the input. This pattern has a complicated multi-frequency
structure which propagates around the automaton cells. The difference lies in the dynamics – standard cellular automaton in the first case and dispositional in the second. This shows one benefit of the
dispositional dynamic. A cocktail party automaton with the same initial rule configuration also
exhibits TIGoRS under this input pattern, and the maximal excess synchronization occurs two time
steps earlier than for the dispositional automaton.
A direct comparison of the three automata types can be seen in Figs 5 and 6 which depict the
changes in Hamming distance and excess synchronization to the pattern for the same initial rule (41)
and input pattern (70).
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Figure 5: Hamming Distance to Pattern. Comparisons of Three Automata (41–70).

Figure 6: Efficacy to Pattern. Comparisons of Three Automata (41–70).
5 CONCLUSIONS
The phenomenon of TIGoRS is ubiquitous across a wide range of complex systems models and this
may be true of naturally occurring computational systems as well [20]. TIGoRS appears to be a emergent non-linear reaction to the presence of an external stimulus which depends upon the particular
underlying dynamic of the system. TIGoRS enables a complex system to produce an emergent response
to an environmental stimulus that is stable across a broad range of initial, rule and stimulus conditions.
TIGoRS provides a means through which information is stored, not as an invariant property of the
system, but as a dynamical response. The system extracts salient information out of the environment to
construct its response rather than storing the necessary information within its own structure. This is
particularly true of systems evolving according to a dispositional dynamic in which the presence of an
external input stimulus alters not just the state of the system but its internal underlying dynamic as well.
TIGoRS is a form of synchronization that may have wide spread expression throughout the biological and social realms and is deserving of further scrutiny.
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